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■batract
'fhiû fllEia of soleniua have Wen prepared, on single 

crystal substrates by vacuum evaporation of eeloaiiai! and 
condensation onto the heated substrate.

heviows are given of the phenomenon of opitaxy, the 
structure of the allotropes of selsaivBa, and the previous 
work on selenium films having any bearing on the problem of 
epitaxial growth.

Techniques are described for the preparation of single 
ciystal substrates, the deposition of selenium films, and 
their removal from the substrate. Transmission electron 
micrography and diffraction wore used to examine the films. 
Conditions were established for the epitaxial growth of 
seleniU£i on (100) and (110) potassium bromide, and the 
relative orientations of the film and the substrate 
determined. Piltas were also prepared on (100), (110), and 
(111) sodium chloride, (111) potassium bromide, (100) 
majsneaiuE oxide, and (111) calcium and barium fluorddo. 
fheso latter films wore found to be polycryatalllne or 
amoiphous. I'ilm thickness was dotermimd by the ueasuromexit 
of the area and the ciiQEiical détermination of the mass of 
the fils.

The structure and orientation of the films is discussed 
in terms of misfit of the substrate and overgrowth lattices, 
and particularly in terms of recent work on crystal surfaces.
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OILiPgBS X - Ihtroduotloa 
I'l* SeXcniua -. Kaaeral

Selenluffi Is one of the members of group VIb of 
the periodic table which form long chain struotmes; 
the others are sulphur end tellurium.

ySelenium was discovered in Ibl? by J.J. Berzelius 
as part of the deposit fo\md on the floor of a sulphuric 
acid plant after the roasting of pyrites. He subse
quently examined the properties of the element in detail, 
fhe ioaio radii of sulïdiur l.?4^) and selenium
(3e^~ 1.91&) are close eneu#i for many sulphides and
selenides to be is«morphua. fhe avere^o aratlo of
selenium to sulphur in sulphur ores is approximately 
l!6000^.

fhe main source of selenium is as a biproduct of the 
recovery of non ferrous metals from their sulphides. 
Tellurium is another biproduct of this procoss. Ho
ocmmeroially exploitable ores of these elements havo yet
been discovered.

Selenium exists in a number of allotropie foms* as 
shown in fable 1.



Allotropie
form

gas

Liquid

Vitreous

lonoclinie 
!À and ̂

Heam^oual

Oubie 
qL and ^

Molecular fom

Varies from 3« 
.0

and 3*0 at
500”c to Scg at about 1400®C. 
Some evldefflice of dtssociatioa
Se ga® at 2üû0®0

Equilibrium mixture of long 
chains and 3eg or possibly So 
depending up<m temperatnure. 
Average chain length approx. 
300 at (ma,
Supercooled liquid^*^*^*^®* 
Similar to liquid

6

S©g ̂ ags 11*^2,13,14,15 ̂  and^
menoclimic appear to be 
identioal^^.

Parallel long chains held together 
by Van der Weals forces^^*^^»^®.

M.P. B.P.

688®C

35to40°G

217®C

Both forms only recently discovered with 
only electron diffraction evidence. 
Possibly duo to splitting of Chains by 
the electron beam
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The only stable form of aeleaiua from roœa temperature 
to 217°C appears to be the hexagonal phase, all other 
forms being metastable and transforming to this at a 
rate dependent upon temperature. AH for the trana- 
foraatioa amorphous -■"■■■»■ hexagonal la 15 Cal/ga , and
monoelinio - ■> hexagonal 2.2 Gal/gm^^, % e  two cubie
foraa wore diaeovered by Andrtevakii^^ in 1959» on the 
evidence of «leetroa diffraction data. Very little 
data is available on their stability, but this atruetore 
would be expeeted to be less stable then the hexagonal*

Due to the fact that selenium is photosensitive'', 
and the eleotrloal reaiatanoe of a hexagonal selenium to 
metal junction is dependent upon applied voltage^, the 
physical properties of selenium have been widely studied. 
This has led to the development of the photocell, tin» 
metal rectifier and new photo recording materials, 
because of this however, most of the investigations have 
been concerned with micrecrystalline selenium (an ill 
defined mixture of amer#M»us and hexagonal crystalline 
material), or amorphous selenium. The electrical 
properties of mieroorystalline selenium are very sensitive 
to structure oni impurity levelo^^. Any factor vdiieh 
causes breakage of the polymer chains modifies the 
cryetalliaatl(m and the electrical properties. The 
factors oentrollins crystallisation are temperature and
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P4and Impurity levels. Hedman has in fast shown the 
profound effect on nucléation of a few parts per million 
of oxygen in amorphous selenium. for the above reasons 
the work on miorocrystalline material has done little to 
broaden the knowledge of the basic phyeioal properties 
of selenium.

âii^le crystals of hexagonal selenium have been 
grown and studied, mtably by Henkele( 1951 who grew 
crystals from a melt, and Plessner( 1951 who grew them 
from the vapour* It has been suggested that diffioulties 
in interpretation of the electrical data from these 
crystals could arise from two sources.

(a) that selenium is an extrinsie a^iconductor, and 
anomalies are due to the effect of Impuritiea .

(b) that the effects are due to potential barriers 
in t W  struotures of selenium itself. the barriers 
occur where the charge carriers move from one chain to 
another^^*^®.

It would seem desirable that any further work on 
selenium should be carried out under oonplate oleanliness, 
and in a way which allows examination of structural 
details. this type of investigation has been carried out 
with other elements in the fora of epitaxial films grown 
in vaouust̂ .̂ It enables single crystals to be grown, 
and measurements taken uncUir high vacuum* the examination



of tho atruotroro of the sample Is then porforaod la 
the eleotroa microscope.

For such a technique to he applied to ssleaius it 
is first aeoessary to detaaaiao the conditions favour- 
abla to the growth of oriented selenium films. The 
work in this thesis was therefore aimed at investigating 
the structure of selenium evaporated onto single crystal 
ionio suhstratee.

Using X Hay dlffraotioa the structure of hexagonal 
selenium was investigated by Bradley^®, Slatteiy^^, 
Btraimanis^^, and Bemaal^^. It was found that there 
were no diserete selenium molecules, but an aggregate of 
screw like long chains arranged spirally about the 0 axis, 
the 0 axes of the chains being parallel* Each selenium 
atom has two nearest neighbours in the same chain, and 
four next nearest in adjacent chains* The lattice 
coxuitants deterMnsd by Straimania are a « 4.3332%, and 
C » 4,9495%. (see Fig#!,)

Atoms are bound to their two nearest nei^boure by 
covalent bonds with a bond angle of 105®. Bonding 
between the chains is of the Tan der iaals-london polar
isation type. Von Hippel(194@)^ in a theory based on 
Pauling*a(1940>^^ theory of quantum meehaaioal resonance, 
proposed hexagonal selenium m  a reaonaaoe structure.
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C = 4-95 /?.

FIG. I. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HEXAGONAL SELENIUM.
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the two eoatribtttlĵ  struetimts beiag the loaaieting 
hexagonal atraoture, aad a eondaotiag metallio ^pe sispie 
oahle straeture* Shis theory was based on the ease with 
whloh the aeleaium hexagonal lattloe could be deformed 
Into a cubic lattice, and the supposedly abnormal Van dcr 
Waals radius She Van der Vaals radius In
thallous-thalllo selenide Is 3*84l8. However %nan (1955)̂ "̂  
pointed out that the latter compound is considerably ionic, 
and the selenium atoms negatively charged. Alec selenium 
shows none of the oharaeterlstlea of metallic bonding, 
fhe bonding between the chalnui is therefore taken as purely 
Van der «aala type.

% e  unit eell contains three atoms which are In 
special positions of one or other of the enantiomorpMc 
space groups or

t uUO; UÛÜ&; Otgl.

pf i uUO; Ou3&.y
where u is .21? (Wyekoff 1948).

These values make the length of the île - He bond 
along the chains 2.32%.
1.3. ireviQus %ork

Interest in the structure and properties of evap
orated selenium films has been mainly due to the electrical 
mnd optical properties of the element. Cocaaeroially,



photovoltaic colls of mieroorystalline hexagonal 
seloniim are important. However in recent years interest 
has centred on the amorphous for®, and its photoconduc
tivity. Consequently in most of the work selenium has 
been evaporated onto transparent «maorphous, or polycrys
talline substrates. .

Measurements of absorption spectrum and absorpticm 
coefficient have been made by Gilleo(1931)^^, Dowd(19>l)̂ ,̂ 
3tuke(1955)^ and ailsumCl956)^^. Gilleo(193D, Htuke(19b3) 
and Bte@aan( 1 9 3 ? also studied lAe change in absorption 
spectrum cm converting the amorphous film to a micro- 
crystalline hexagonal film. However, these workers evap
orated seleniim onto cold glass substrates to give an 
amorphous layer, and then crystallised this by heat 
treatment. Photoconductivity measurements on evaporated 
films have been made Tssr Mose(1952)^^, Gilloo<195l)^®,
Weimer and Gope(193l)^# and fotlaM(19S0)^^. Again 
however those were amorphous films, and where hexagonal 
films were used there is no data on their structure.

Eichter and Herre( 1998)^, Az^rievskii(1959)^^, and 
Semiletov(1960)^® havo evaporated amorphous selenium films 
onto amorphous mfOstratee, and examined the resulting 
structure «üTter host treatmont.

Only Bmmilotov found any appreciable orientation of 
the deposit, and this is probably due to temperature
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gradient» during heat treatment, and the presence of 
thallim in relatively large amounts. Ha shows an 
electron diffraction pattern of this film consisting of 
a series of arcs, with no ring pattern at all. (Pig.2.)
The pattern illustrated is claimed to show the basal 
faces of the crystals parallel with the substrate surface, 
but the area in this pattern show no signs at all of three 
fold symmetry, and indicate rather orientation of the C 
axis parallel to the substrate.

Although two workers, Ohihaya(1955)^ and Schossberger 
(1961)^^ have evaporated selenium onto single crystal 
substrates neither have reported any sigpcs of epitaxy 
ocourri%. Chihaya condensed selenium onto cleaved rock 
salt surfaces at temperatures from 100**Q to 200^0, and 
compared these with films on formvar similarly prepared.
The films on rock salt showed a higher degree of cryatall- 
inity but no signs of epitsagr were reported.

Eohossberger chose the (lUO) cleavage plane of 
magnesium oxide, and condensed selenium onto this at room 
temperature and 112°0. At rocne tmaperature only a small 
amount of crystalline material was formed, but on annealing 
the film and substrate at 130^0 some preferential orien
tation of the selenium (lOlO) plane parallel to the substrate 
was observed. Increasing the substrate temperature to 112*̂ 0 
during evaporation resulted in only a maall amount of



hexagonal eelenlum together with an unknown phase. Tho 
author of this paper infers that the degree of orientation 
observed on ma«#8sium oxide will be t^ical of selenium 
on any single crystal substrate. This reasoning is 
however completely unjustified considering the present 
knowledge of epitaxial growth, ami ignores the influence 
of the substrate lattice and lattice parameters.

The only claimed excelle of epitaxial growth by 
selenium found in the literature is that by iiyaan(193&)^* 
lie evaporated selenium under argon onto a glass substrate 
at 203^0# The hexagonal crystals formed on this surface 
took the shape of a central spine, from which grew similar 
spines or branches. The branches grew at an angle of 
40 - 3® to the central spine in some cases and 90° in 
others.

Using the diagresi shown in Figure 3, layman gives 
lattice misfits of 14 and 2 %  respectively for the 90 end 
41° directions of secondary needles. The stated mlafits 
are said to be within the permitted limits for epitaxial 
growth. liiaiting values of misfit for the occurrence of 
epitaxial growth are iunrever no longer accepted as valid 
(See Ghapter 2). ho planes of contact between the lattices 
are specified, but in the ease of needles at 40 - 3°, they 
muet be the (1122) and the prism face (lülû). B̂bia 
would mean that the two axes were at 41°. «here
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F ig . 2. Electron-diffraction pattern of a film  of hex
agonal selenium with the basal faces of its crystals 
para llel to the backing (texture axis [0001]).

FIGURE 2. (Semiletov, 1959#)

4 36 A

C 4 9 5 A

4 2

THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HEXAGONAL SELENIUM.

DOTTED LINES SHOW PREFERRED DIRECTIONS OF 
C-AXIS IN EPITAXIAL GROWTH

FIGURE 3. (Hyman. 1955.)
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the .aeedlas at 90® are conces-asd, the haaal ploas (0001), 
Eust be sittinfj on the prisa faoa (10Î0), i.- lsjrit
diasraBBs shon-lns the superposition of these lattice yXonea 
are aho^m in .''iijitPOB 4 sad 5»

JTo positivo evidenco af epitasy is presented in 
llysi/in.*s paper, end the probability of its occurrence 
would seen snail compared with that of a continuation of 
th© lattloe.

fho photograph shown In the paper of erystale 
illUBtrating the 90® case, also ohosrs that the brawüi 
needles terminate In a face at approximately 45® to the 
C axis. It therefore aeeaa quite posaiblo that some 
meohanisa other than spltaay la reaponsiblé for the ^owth 
pattern.
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•  SELENIUM ATOMS IN 
THE (IO ÎO ) PLANE

O SELENIUM ATOMS IN 
THE COOOO PLANE

FiG.4. MISFIT DIAGRAM FOR SELENIUM (0 0 0 1 ) PLANE 

ON THE (lOTO) PLANE.

O ■O
•  SELENIUM ATOMS IN 

THE OOTO) PLANE

O SELENIUM ATOMS IN 
THE Cl 12%") PLANE

FIG5. MISFIT DIAGRAM FOR SELENIUM (1123 PLANE 

ON THE (lOTO) PLANE.
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CHATfgR 2. - gpltaxr

î'fae terni epit&xy ( * arraagementoa ' ) was introduced 
‘tig' Royer(1928)'^ to denote the oriented growth of one 
oxystai on another* mis was first observed in natural 
osystale hut has led to similar growth being produced la 
the laboratory by a variety of means, Bxsœples of this 
are, growth from solution (frankenhelm,18)6)^^, chenieel 
notion (Aminoff and hrooms.1936)^, slootrodepoaition 
(Coohrane.1936)^^, and condensation from the vapour phase 
(Bruok.1936)^. Optloal nioroacopy, X-ray and electron
diffraction have been widely used in the study of epitaxial 
growth, and oomprehenaivo reviews of the results using these 
methods have been written by Van der herwe(1949)^^»
Seifert(1959)^, o M  fashley( 1956)^^, Attempts have been
made to form «npirieal rules governing epitaxial growth. 
Royer(1928)^ deduced three lulos from observations on 
growth frtHB solutions theee were*-

(a) fhat oriented growth occurs only when it involves 
the parallelism of two lattice planes which have networks 
of identical or quasi-identical form, and of closely similar 
spaoinge. This implies a minimisaticm of the degree of 
misfit between the parallel lattice spaoings. Percentage 
misfit is defined as

IQQ .Cb - . . ai a



where a and h are the corresponding lattice spaoings in 
the substrate and overgrowth respectively, Royer's results 
suggested, a maximum possible misfit of 1^.

(b) That where ionic crystals are Involved, the ions of 
the overgrowth should take up positions which corresponding 
ions of the substrata of the same polarity would have 
oooupied had the substrate continued to grow.

(e) That the substrate and the overgrowth should have 
the same type of bonding.

.Data which has been aooumulated since Royer's work has 
shown that these rules are not necessarily obeyed. fiiere are 
numerous examples of mutual orientation between ionic and 
metallic cryatale (Bruok 1936), and also covalently bonded 
selenium on ionic substrates (Chapter 4). ipitaxial deposits 
on heated rook salt do not generally form in the orientation 
predicted by rule (a). Collins and Keavens(1957)^'^ obtained 
the orientation (lüO)[lüo'jHi on {lüû)[luo]iîa01 with - 37^ 
mlafit rather than (iOO)[lOOjhi on (I<X>)[li3jHaCl which has 
the esaller misfit of - 11.5t̂ .

It is evident that the probabfility of epitaxy occurring 
in any particular case, and the degree to which it occurs 
depends strongly on the prevailing conditions. This is 
illustrated by the results obtained when both substrate 
and overgrowth are alkali halides. Although koyer(1928) 
end Bloat and Mensies( 1 9 3 1 found fairly well defined 
misfit limits (-13^ to for a KOI substrate) for growth
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fww# solution, Sobuita(195l)^^, and Lud*mmm(195»4)^ 
found no suoli limits for growth frw the viqyour phase.
Any alkali halido grew epitaxially on any other alkali 
halide, with the range of misfits C-43>i to +90i») limited 
only Toy the lattioo constants available. Doubt has also 
been cast reooutly on the minimm temperatures for 
epitaxy observed bÿ hruek(i933) for vapour deposited 
metals on alkali Imlides* Sloops and fiUer( 1%1 
found that the ’’epitanial t@z#eraturo" for silver evap
orated onto rook salt varies with #10 rate of deposition.

%hs influence of cleanliness of the substrate surface 
cm the epitaxial temperature was dewmstrated by frillat 
and 8ella(l#3^)^« !Bhoy found that the temperature for 
the perfect parallel orientation of gold on rook salt was 
lowered frma OOO^O to Z(X)̂ Q by simultaneous cleavage and 
film deposition in vacuum.

She theoretical treatments of epitaxy have in general 
been based on the concept of good fitting between the 
substrate and over^awth. frank and ¥an der Merwe( 1949 
put forward a theory assusing that the initial stage of 
growth la an immobile two dimntionel monolayer with a 
regular atomic pattern. Shis monolayer is h<mogeneously 
deformed so as to have the s*me spaeing as the substrate,
i.e. to form a psuedmaorphic first layer. 'fhe conditions



for stability in such a system are sxamiasd when it is 
subjected to a periodic force due to the substrate stoma, 
assuming the overgrowth to cohere under m @  action of a 
linear force law. IMs system is shown to be unstable 
for misfits of greater than 9̂ , with a possible metastable 
configuration having vÿ to 1 #  misfit at lotr températures. 
Once this layer has formed, a macroseopieally thick layer 
cam be formed by repetition of the process. Furttwr 
layers are subjected to successively less strain, until 
the strain free bulk deposit is obtained. Saollet and 
BlackmanC 1951 have criticised the theory on the grounds 
that it predicts monolayers whioh would not necessarily 
be stable. Two dinenalonal arrays of stems were considered 
repreeenting the lattice planes of various alkali halides. 
Several paiaw of alkali halides were considered between 
which epitaxy is knowa to occur, and it is shown that for 
many eases the strain required to produce a monolayer of 
deposit material to fit the substrate would load to In
stability. Conversely in certain eases where a strained 
monolayer would be stable cpitaxy does not occur. It 
was therefore concluded that the orientation observed 
experimentally did not arise from a ps^dcuaozphio layer, 
kvidenee for and against the presence of a strained moao- 
leyKP is conflicting. f W  term "basal plane psdj^mor- 
phima" was introduced ty Finch and quarrel (1993)^^ in an



attempt to explain the results obtained for the growth 
of on Sn,

Certain eleetron refleetion diffraotion rings wore 
interpreted as a modified oxide structure catisod the 
constraining influence of the sine substrate. Other 
observations of modified spacings were also interpreted as 
the effeets of psuudmorphlo growth by uoehrane(19^S)^^, 
Mlyake(1938)*^, and Clark, Fish, and Weeg(1944)^^.

Pashley(1956)^ has re-examined these results in the 
light of mso reoent wo^, <£asther 1930^, hucas 1931^^, 
Hewman 1996^), and has slunm that in fast there is no 
justification for their interpretation as proof for pseudo
morphism as a mechanism in epitaxy. However Shlshakev 
(1992, 1997)^^ has reported Pt in titin layers with a 
lattice constant l.gK greater thma that of the bulk material, 
end fc with a lattice constant 5#» greater than normal in the 
initial stages of d # 08ltion on mica.

The electron diffraction evidsnoe eoneeming the growth 
of films during the first few Angstroms indicates that the 
formation of a monolayer is the «atception rather than the 
rule (Schula 1952)^^ (Howman and Pashley 1955)^^.

films deposited under controlled conditions of vacuum 
evaporation shew that nncleatloa followed by the formation 
of three dimensional crystallites oocurs (Bassett 1998)^^. 
Similar results were obtained for growth from solution



(Homaa sîid Pamhley 1955)^^» end by chemical action 
(Llsgartam 199^)^^. In such cases the Frank and Van der 
Mereo theory does not hold, eiaoe it is based on an initial 
mechanism which to not applicable*

Menser (1938)^^ suggested that large misfita could 
be acccssBftodated by the develĉ Mnent of twinning in overgroï/fâi 
layers close to the substrate surfaee* Siis was based on 
data which showed that silver and nickel films grown by 
vacuum evaporation (Brack 1936)^ on rock salt wore twinned 
on their (111) planes at several hundred Sngatroma thickness.

Since the twinned lattices have their (221) planes 
parallel to the (001) rock salt surface it was suggested by 
Menser that the initial nuclei grew with their (221) pXaosa 
parallel to the reek salt. The misfit for this is less
than for the (001) planes. However electron dif^cuction
Isveatigations of the initial stages of growth of metals 
on rock salt have since thrown doubt <m this. kohoa 
(Mashl^ 1996)*^ observed no twlnni %  of silver on rock 
salt below 10 tngstrcæis thickness, and Oollins and Heavens 
(1957)̂ *̂  observed no twinning in nickel on rook salt at 
20 Sngstrcms thickness.

problem of stability of thin layers has been 
examined by ibpabble (19^9)^® in terms of the co-ordination 
conditions of the deposited atoms, and it is shown that the 
observed orientation is frequently governed by a tendency
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to coatiauo the substrate atructuro across the boundary. 
This prosexvatioa of the aonaal co-ordinatioa of the atoms 
at the interface is in accoi*daace with fioyors aooond rule. 
Bose- evidence in support of this was found by Collins 
and Heavens (1957)^^.

The growth of metal deposits on rook salt was 
considered by Engel (1952)^ in the light of the 
assumption that the metal is ionised, and substrate** 
metal binding forces were largely electrostatic. If 
the appropriate ionisation state of the metal is 
assumed, then Brack's epitaxial temperatures are found 
to increase linearly with ionization potential. The 
correct orientation Is predicted for silver on rook 
salt, aesumine tdmt a monolayer of deposit*>metal salt 
esclats at the interface. Later observations of epitaxial 
temperatures considerably lower than Brock's by kehoe 
(laahley 1956) and Sloope and Tiller (1^1)®^ have 
however rendered this theory unacceptable.

The chief reason for the failure of existing theories 
to fit the facts of epitaxy appears to be that they are 
based on unsuitable models for the growth of initial 
nuclei. The work of Germer, Kachae and Hartman (1961)^® 
shows the role played by adsorbed gases in tiio structure 
of Hi films. Trillat and Sella (1965)®^ have examined
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the effect of substrate cleanliness on epitaxy and 
have found it esrtrenely important. Simultaneous 
cleaving and film deposition in vacuo results in a 
lowering of epitaxial temperatures, a change in the 
pattern of crystallite growth, and the occurreno® of 
epitaxy not observed before, when oompai'od with cleavage 
in air. It seems reasonable to expect adsorbed impurity 
atoms, mostly gaseous, to take up preferred positions 
on the substrate surface (Hhrllcb 1959)^, and greatly 
modify its properties. Any theory which attempts to 
explain epitaxial grov?th on relatively dlr^ surfaces 
(conditions under which epitaxy has largely been studied) 
will therefore fall if it does not take into account 
the role of adsorbed impurities.

It appears that before the problems can be solved 
more knowledge of initial nucléation, and the surface 
forces involved in this, will be required.
2.3. iiipltaxial growth of metals.

The epitaxial growth of metals on oingle crystal 
substrates has been studied largely by vacuum evaporation, 
and examination of the resultant film by eleotron 
diffraction and microscopy. Although some of the early 
work was done on electrolytically deposited films, 
vacuum evaporation is far cleaner, and more easily 
controlled.
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(a) Growth on non matala»
The moat popular si&atrate for the growtîx of 

metals haa been the cloavago face of rock salt. Ketal 
vapours condensed on cold rock salt give either a 
randomly oriented poly crystalline fila, or e some degree 
of textured orientation d©xk>»iiî  on the angle of 
incidence of the vapour beam.

On the other hand condensation onto rook salt 
heated to a suitable temperature often leads to the 
formation of a highly oriented layer consisting of 
large crystals* This acquires the structure of a mosaic 
single crystal accurately oriented with repeot to the 
rook salt crystal* This also holds true for the 
deposition of metal vapours on many other single 
crystal substrates*

Bruok (1936)^ investigated the orientations of 
films of âu, Âgt 41, du, Hi, ta, Co, Or, and M, 
deposited im heated rock salt from the v#our. à 
aiateœ epitaxial temxxeraturo was found for each.
This is however dependant on deposition conditions 
(frillat and Sella 1963)®^. It was also found from 
traaeaisaion electron diffraction of the detaclaed 
films that,

1* Crrientation apparently improved with thickness.
2* Irrational reflections were present in the
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diffïPQOtiïai pabtossas. Thoao have oiao© lx><sa ohoraa to bo 
aaloly oauaod by rapoatod twimiixa oa iàiB (111) typo 
plimoa (fceaaar 1936'''̂, Burbank end
Hoidenroioh 19ôD®^)«

3* Dlfforwow ealat Wtw8<m the orientation of the 
face eentred oublo metals and the body oeatx’sd oifblo 
metals, tim former Wing oriented with their (100) 
planes pajrallel to the ouW face of rook salt, and 
their ouw edfgea parallel with the cuW edges of the 
rook salt, iv'hile the latter have their cube edges 
parallel W  the diagonal aoroaa the rook salt fsoe. 
Other orientations of the body oantrod ouhio metals 
may exist at different tœposatairoa (Bhiral - Sae 
Pinstor 1953)^«

Growth of aatalo oa polyoryotalllce otiWtratoa# 
m m  at high toaporaturea produeos only polyacystalllno 
fila® witfe ao regular aateutWl orioatatioa.

the ®03^ of Baasatt (195̂ 3)®̂  mà othej^ 
(Bassett ÊüBd Poshyy 1959)®^ it is otwlouo that throe 
dimoa^oaal zmolei are first formd s&oa n metallic 
vapour is condensed m  rock ealt. hlootron laiorogrophe 
of gold nuclei of loH aise show that nucléation takes 
place preferentially along cleavage steps in the rock 
salt surface, the distrilwtion in Wtween being random*
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lurther depositioa results JUa as. increase in 
cxystalllte size until the substrate surface is 
ocwtpletely covered at a thicknaas of lOOOt. A higjx 
density of crystal faults are observed# in the order 
of 10 dislocations per cm"̂ *

Bmble^ has made a ciac-filta of gold growing 
epitaxially on molybdenum dloulphide. Toe film shows 
an initial distribution of tdirea dimensional nuclei# 
some growing at the expense of others# until a Eiosaic 
of oriented crystallites is formed with empty ehmnels 
in between*

The crystallites are shown to be orystallogra- 
phically ordered# yet the transfer of atoms frost one 
nucleus to another appears to be possible# the larger 
of two neighbouring nuclei increasing in size while 
the other deminishes* Channels between the cxystallites 
are also filled in by a process similar to the joining 
of liquid drops# inspite of the fact that the main 
bulk of each gives rise to typical crystalline 
diffraction contrast features. Although films grown 
under such conditions are subject to electron bombard
ment, and the usual contsmiaationsof cracked pump 
oil, and residual gases, a high dagree of mobility of 
the initial nuclei is indicated* The relationship 
between the arriving deposit atoms and the substrate



appears to be a dynamic one likely to involve complex 
surface forces.

(b) Growth on metals.
The first inveatigations of metal films on metal 

single crystal substrates were those on aleotrolytie 
deposits. Coohrane (1936)^^ used etched (111) and (110) 
faces of single crystal copper as substrates for the 
electrod@x)08ltlon of Ml, Ou, Bu, Cd, Âg, Or, and Co. 
Electron diffraction showed that there was an upper 
limit of current density for the production of oriented 
deposits of the face centred cubic metals. Irrational 
reflections observed were associated with twinning, 
and Bn and Od showed no orientation. Bnuâc (1936)^ 
examined the mutual orientation of Au and ag ty epitaxing 
the substrate metal on rook salt first. Oriented 
growth occured above a mlnlmim temperature. Bassett 
and i-ashley (1959)®* have examined the Initial stages 
of the growth of gold on thick eiz^e crystal films of 
silver on mica, and found the mode of growth to differ 
from gold on rook salt. Three dimensional nuclei 
are still formed but the gold spreads more easily 
over the silver surface and forms a continuous layer 
at about 100% thicknesses. This is probably due to 
the difference between the substrate—deposit binding 
forces and the smaller misfit of gold on silver.
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The latter effect of better apifeadlng for lower olaflt 
has been observed by -'chulz for the growth of alkali 
halides on one another - see doaer and Smith (1953).
2.4. ,.sssaiF̂ .9Â

The study of the epitaxial growth of non metallic 
elements has become of interest only in recent years, 
and has been due mainly to the new importance of silicon 
and germanium as semiconductors. Both have been grown 
epitaxially on themselves and on other single crystal 
substrates. Germanium was epitaxed on its own (100),
(110) and (111) faces by weinreieh, Hermit, and Tufts 
(1961)®®, Seailetov (1956)®^, and Kurov et ai (1957)®®. 
There is some disagreement ammgst these workers 
concerning épitaxial temperatures, presumably due to 
different degrees of substrate contamination.

Colllna and Heavens (1952)®^ epitaxed germanium 
onto heated r̂ csk salt, and also on epitaxially grown 
silver. Both germanitmi and silicon liave been epitaxed 
onto (111) calcium fluoride by Via and 'Ihun (1^1)^ 
good oriented growth oocuring only at low evaporation rates

Bo study of epitaxial growth mechanisms comparable 
with those on metals have been carried out with non 
metals but it la presumed that the growth mechanisms 
are similar.
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She study of oritmtod growth <m @i%le ozyatal 
aubatratoa ie most octslly <iom in the eleotron sdoroecope. 
The sioroseope available wan a Vickers B»£i«3 %#loh la 
doaignod basically os on instruisant for trenanlosion work, 
and is rather more difficult to use in reflection. This 
meant that the eoleniim overgrowth would have to be ^iln 
enough to be at lewt partially alectron traoepsroat, and 
also fairly easily removed frets the euWtrato,

ffMSum ©vapoafatlcaa of aelwium end otdjoequont 
oondenoatioa onto the substjrato provideo a fairly 
oasily controlled method of iCNjpariag such film, and 
also allows the eubstrate temperature to be varlod. 
Gufestrates from which selwium could bo raoovod wore 
chosen, and the preparation of their surfaces investigated 
la the light of previous work on epitaxy.
3.2. The Vapour SQur.qe.. >

(a) The delonlim ohargo support, 
la order to produce the vapour stream of selenium 

necessary for ooadonsatiCKh onto the substreto some form 
of support for the aolenium was aeceacary. The three 
forms of auj?port suggested Holland (1955)^^ for 
selonlm are*-
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(a) À rosietEiace W a W d  oomloal wire basket*
(b) A realetaooa heated metal foil boat*
(c) A mrmXc crucible*
Siq?po3?fca of types (a) aatd (b) have tîte advantage 

of heating the (Aorge directly, therefore caking 
the evaporation rate quickly and cmaiiy coatrollablo* 
llm?ov®r all metals suitable for the fabrioaticm of 
those supporta ore chesaical-ly reactive with swltoa 
oolohiuB, cad are therefore lihely to oootmiimte the 
oharge* Glased C-areasio crucible# have m  the other mad 
boea subjected to prolonged contact with noitoa ooloaim 
eithout azg ccmtœdnatioa of the charge being 
speotrograpMoally detectable,

‘The crucible chosen for the evaporatiesi of 
soleniuu w m  a "micro oombustlon boat" of glased 
porcelain p r o û m e û  by the tîoyal .oroeator loroelain do* 
TWse boats have external dimensions x 4 x 4 »*m* and 
internal dimensiww 26 % 2*5 x 3 m.m. 'The evaporation 
boat «ras ot^ported by a piece of ô iapod tuogston sheet, 
five thctaandtW of m  inch thick, whloh also aobed ae 
the heating eleawnt, v.Ms we® out and shaped eo that it 
followed the external ©all contours of the evaporation 
boat, wiîâi two li%o left at either and for connection 
with the rigidly mounted L*T. cwzront supply. (Fig,6).
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(b) Til© Qeloniuia
The selenim) charge for the evaporation boat was 

supplied by Oanadian Oopper Hefiaera htd», of Montreal, 
Canada, in the form of high purity shot of appro^drmtely 
5 m.m. diameter. Spectrographic and. chemical analysis 
of this.material by the producers showed the impurities 
present to be fe 0,? p.p.m.. Ou 0,% p.p.m., and 
01 5 p. p.m. Ho other impurities were detected speetro- 
graphically.

The 0.4. gram chaise of selenium was melted in the 
boat ĝ nd degassed by holding under vacuum at temperature 
just below the boiling point, Vihen the selenium had 
stopped bubbling and the oKaiwber pressure had returned 
to a minimum value the selenium was assumed to be 
practically free from absorbed gases and ready for 
evaporation.
5*5. ghoice of substrates.

The crystal structures of thin films are appreciably 
influenced the type of surface on idiich they are 
deposited. Ideally therefore a substrate for epitaxial 
thjn film growtli should satisfy the following conditions

(a) ÂtOîsdc flatness and smoothness over the area 
on which the film is deposited. Mcro scale surface 
irregularities will reveal crystal facets other than 
those required giving rise to a non uniform lattice
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pattern over the sta?fac®.
(b) Absolute cleanllneao of the eurfaoe so #mt 

there Is no competition betweon deposit atoms and im
purity atcsas or molecules for sites on the substrate 
surface.

(o) Ho chemical reaction or alloying with the deposit.
(d) A aufficieatiy low vapour pressure not to inters 

fere with film growth at the required substrate temperature.
(e) A force law between substrate and deposit which 

favours the foxmatlon of an oriented crystalline over
growth, which if possible is continuous at low thickness.

(f) In this case where the film growth was to be 
examined in the transmission electron microscope it was 
also roquirod that the film should be detachable from 
the substrato.

These requirements are rarely if ever ïaot 
simultaneously in practice, and tho typos of auWtwate 
required for the satisfaction of condition. Ce) were 
unk%%own« It was decided therofore to inveatigate 
initially the structure of eelmiw filas grown on 
rock salt. This substrate had been widely uaed la 
studies of epitaxy and much pJMictical knowledge of 
preparation technique accumulated. The cleaved (100) 
face of rook salt had previously been used as a substrate 
by Chihaya (1955)^ for selenium with no sign of the
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oceuixeac® of epitaxy. Hevertheleaa it was thought 
advisable to repeat this work, aad also to investigate 
the atruoture of selenlim evaporated onto the polished
(110) and (111) faces. Although epitaxy was not observed 
oa rook salt it was noted that the priair; plane of the 
selenium tended to orient parallel to the rock salt (100) 
plane.

Assuming the prism face of the hexagonal selenium 
parallel to the substrate surface, potassium bromide 
suggested itself as an alternative substrate.

The misfit of the selenium prism plane on tho (100) 
potassium bromide face is only 5%) when the 0 axis 
is oriented parallel to the [lio] direction in the 
substrate surface, compared with @.^ for the equivalent 
orientation on rock salt. Having then observed epitaxial 
growth on the (100) face of potassium bromide it followed 
that the degree of orientation on the (110) and (111) 
faces should also be investigated.

The (111) cleavage faces of calcium and barium 
fluoride, and the (100) cleavage face of magnesium oxide were 
also Investigated as substrates for epitaxial growth. 

freparation of m e  substrate surfacAt
(a) Cleaved sodium chloride (rock salt) and 

potassium bromide.
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The rock salt end potassium bromido were purchased 
as artificially grown cubes. Both cleave very easily 
in the (100) plane, but the cleavage faces are crossed 
iQT numerous steps, "fhe quality of the crystals received 
varied considerably, some cleaving easily and giving flat 
cleavage faces, and others cleaving with some difficulty 
and showing a great deal of strain.

dxystale to be used as substrates were cleaved in 
a spring loaded "guillotine”, with aligning clamps for the 
crystal, and stops to prevent the guillotine blade from 
penetrating more than a millimeter into the crystal. 
Oleaved slices about 5 m.m. thick were prepared in this 
way and immediately placed in the vacuum chamber to 
minimise atmospheric etohlng and contamination, k 
typical example of such a crystal was silvered end 
examined by means of multiple beam ifleeau fringes 
(Tolansky 1946)^^ , Figure 7 shows an inter^gram of 
this surface revealing small flat areas terminated by 
cleavage steps several thousand angstrom units in height,

(b) Polished rook salt and potassium bromide.
In order to obtain sufficiently laige (110) and

(111) faces on the two alkali halides it was necessary to 
cut and polish them. For comparison tho cleaved (100) 
faces were also ground and polished.



fho (110) and (111) fticea had to W  out from ttis 
J4" cutKsta. TMa w m  don© %1# a raoipmcatla^j linsm 
thread bond sow, lübiioated witli water, ami drivoa a
8im*)le arz’aï̂ oïaemt of orooke and pullers. Oorroct 
positioning of the saw out .was oaaurod %  Eoœjtiag tho 
oryatals in apeoially doaigned jigo (riguro 6)» à 
brans block with a reotonsalar Ü croaa s©ot4<Xi (ma nillod 
with a plana face t intersecting tho channel, in such a 
way am to be parallel to the (110) plane of tho alkali 
halide (within )k degree). The crystal was olmped to 
the bott(m and one aide of tte channel. A ainilar jig 
was made for cutting (111) planes. *lm alkali halide 
cube projected so that tho band saw paaei}^ ccroaa the 
face P, cut a (110) or (111) type of plan© face on the 
crystal.

When tho required fac# had been out, the surfaco 
was ground e^plctely flat on a water noictossad filter 
paper m  a glass plate. The crystal was than moved 
forward in the jig and u  further saw out made to prodnoc 
a slab about 3 .m*m. thick, 2o iŝ jsovs thorml 
contact between the crystal and t W  substrate heater 
during evaporation, the back face of t W  crystal v m  

also ground flat.
Since the polish produced on the crystals ground 

oa mo i. stoned filter paper v m  poor, and likely to hl^^r
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figure 7» Multiple beam interferogram of 
a potassium bromide cleavage face
X 50, ( A = 5461 .

CLAMP

ROCK SALT

I

Figure 8. Jig usdd for cutting (110) faces 
of alkali halides.
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orientât! oa of the selenim ovez^rowth* a further 
polishing step had to be undertaken. & circular wsu.
1%» was prepared on a pitch base in the usual manner 
(Strong 19)8)^^ and its surface made flat* Putty powder 
(Stannic oxide) from v<* Canning and Co.Ltd. ̂London, was 
used as the polishing medium after decanting three times 
from a suspension in water to remove the la:^er 
particles, k number of organic liquids were tried as 
lubricants for polishing but it was found that the best 
polish was obtalz&ed using a saturated solution in dis
tilled water of the alkali halide to be polished.

'Zhe> technique required to produce a good scratch free 
surface was found to vary from day to day, possibly due 
to changes in atmospheric humidity. Normally however 
the lap was rotated at about 10 revolutions per second, 
moistened with the lubricant and lightly powdered with 
the putty powder, fhe crystal was then moved lightly 
back and forth across the lap diameter. Polishing only 
occurred aa the lap became almost dry. % e  next stage 
of polishing was performed on clean "Delvyt" cloth 
supported on plate glass. ïhe cloth was first moistened 
with water free isopropyl alcohol, end the crystal 
polished with a circular motion to remove all traces of 
wax and putty powder, llien the crystal was transferred



to a pieoe of dry aolvyt eloWi polished again, and then 
imodiateiy transferred to tho vaouun otmmhsr.

Shis pnoooes produces a very clean surface (Miller 
1962)^  wMoh is highly refleetivo* I'ki silvering and 
eaminins the aurfaoo with multiple bom Fisoau frizzes 
a flat smooth surfaoo was show. >2̂ ® aurfaoo «ao not 
ato©l.cally smooth but local irregularities wro little 
more than about K̂50 angstrom taalta in Wig^t (î’iguro 9).

polishing of a crystal surface suat introduoo 
considérable disorder, or m m  m  cmOE#me IhFor, WishA
would not be conducive to epitnsial growth, Xrior to 
the evaporation of the film therefore the crystal woo 
annealed in vacwm. 'fhie process apparently restores 
the mwoorynt&illnity of f^e surface. 3h@ annealing 
twperatures required were approxiimtely for one
hour witÉt rook salt, and yiO to for one hour with
potassium brmids depondiog t̂ ôn the face, these 
smneoiiag temperatures varied quite ocmsidorably with 
different faces anl also from crystal to erystal. Wome 
«liffioulty was at first ewountered in the selection of 
the right annealing toeperaturoa for the Afferent crystal 
surfaces. It woa fowd that if the anmoling toaporature 
was too îiigh appreciable 'fâiosmai etching of the substrate 
took place leaving & very disturbed mujfaco. If tho
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Figure 9. Multiple ‘beam interfere gram 
of a polished potassium "bromide 
(100) face. X 50 (A = 5461 Ï).
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Ses^penatur# mm  too low In a u fflo lw t anaoaliau occurred. 

Doloslm  fils s  warn tborofo^o (Wpooltod cm pollsJaod 

(100) faeoo of potaoolmm bjeositks *eMc!j w a  Won otohoâ 

at varying tm#oratw@ 8, fâguroa 10 ami 11 oboe o p tica l 

®lCî?osi7o|îî^.of potaasim  WxmMo (100) poUabol facoo 

anaealod at 420^0 sod 570®0* and figtaso® 12 aod 15 

Bhcm tW  diffx^oticm  pattero® o f tha fîte s  dopositod 

on thsas surf@008» 'Ike amss pros^^ure was adopted 
fo r other poXiahed oryatal faces»

(c) Oloavad oalolm; fluorlda, bmlum fluoride aod 
aagseaium OKlde,

'Stm&0 osp’stals were agslm artlflolally growi, aad 
thosi obtainable ware of irretiuiar shape» Shelr shape 
sad relative hardneas aade it tepoasible to prepare 
itesh)̂  cleaved faces usiog the guillotine. A 
sharp stralgilt edged blade out at 50° was placed 
parallel to the cleavage plaues, and then struck with 
a mmll hmaer. Ikis method procWoed quite flat face®, 
but as for the alkali Wlidee these were crossed by 
mmeroue oleavut# steps»
5.5.

(a) 'IW vacuum system.
'Em ptjBpiag oyotcsa was built up from m  ĵââsmrdo 

Elgh Vacum'* single stage rotary puap i%)po 1»:';»50. 
backing a "hotzopolltan Ifickaam** t%!*o ate^* throe Inch
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Figure 10. (100) potassium bromidetsurface
annealed at 4-20^0.
Oblique illumination, x 200.

Figure 11. (100) potassium bromide surface 
annealed at 370^0.
Oblique illumination x 200.



Figure 12. Diffraction pattern from
Se film on surface annealed at 4-20^0

Figure 15. Diffraction pattern from
Se film on sur-face annealed at 570 C



oil diffusion pus3i>. 3o«woeu %ho z*oeary and diffusion 
pufâpa was oomiootod a pboophoroua pentoaldo trap tso 
remove water vapoui* from the ay atom, together with a 
piping ayatom Wxloh enabled the evaporation ohaaber to 
be pumped by the mtarg" end diffusion pmp, or the 
rotary pusap alone, dirootly on top of the diffusion 
p m ^ f flap Volvo was mouatod the boae plate fca? tho 
evap'Oratioa ohombor.

i-rosauro nemurownt was by a ‘dioeim\ÿ> tub© bottsooa 
the two puapSf and a ‘’Clonovae’’ type i.a.S.i, ionfaiag 
gauge in the evaporation ohaabaa*. fh© r.onuiag gaugo ©as 
oaii'brated batweon 10”^ end 10*^

<b> *b@ evaporation ohmbor.
'fhe base plate w«u» maohlned from #'' @t@el plate and 

sealed onto the diffusion punp with a neoprene "O'* ring 
g&aket. On top of this was mounted a 3” diameter x 2" 
high brass oylinder, and on top of this a 6" diameter x 
B inch hl#i pyrex glass bell jar. f'heae were sealed to 
one another and the base plate by Vitoa rubber ipskets. 
aleotrloal eooeos to the apparatus inside the bell jar 
was provided by Insulated toraiaala passing through the 
base plat® for thn ov#oratloa filos^at, and throu# fcho 
brass cylinder for the substrate heater. 3b® tîiomocouplo 
wires • m m  led directly tteoû jh oeraeie tmsljoo in t!io broaa 
cylinder ox>& sealed with ".ipieaon** ©e®.
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®ti© dlspositloBi of the apparatus inside the 
evaporation chamber is shotm in the diagram, Figure 6, 
and in the photograph, Figure 14. Just above the base 
plate in the aperture to the diffusion pump a stainless 
steel baffle was placed to minimize the amount of selenium 
getting throu^ to the pump, and the backstreaming of 
oil to the evaporation chamber, The evaporation boat 
and filament were mounted just above the baffle, si^ported 
on the low tension supply leads. 9 c.s. above this 
was the substrate, held to the substrate heater by 
molyMenlaa straps, fhe substrate heater was constructed 
of a baked iyrophilits base supporting a flat sig-aag 
of spirally wound 52 S.W.Q, tungsten, The Stainless 
steel heater plate was separated from this heating 
element by a thin sheet of mica,.(see figure 15). The 
area of the heating element and heater plate were made 
sevexul times that of the substrate to ensure uniform 
heating. Mounted between the substrate and the vapour 
sdouroe was the shutter assembly, consisting of a stain
less steel plate with a 1 c.m. diameter aperture and a 
stainless steel shutter x>late. The shutter was actuated 
ly a rod passing through a rotary seal in the base plate, 
and allowed the substrat® to be shielded from the vapour 
scourc®. 0 - 5  amps were supplied to t W  substrate heater 
from a variao with an ammeter in serlos, suvl 0 — 25 amps to 
the evaporation filament fnm a tranafonaor and variac.
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Figure 14. Evaporation chamber
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S T E E L  P LA TE

T U N G S T E N
P Y R O P H IL IT E

Figure IS. The substrate heater.
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It was fomd neoeasax? to tb.orou#ily clean the 
evaporation chamber ©vsxy third or fonrth evaporation. 
Qtherwiae poorly oriented dirt^ film were obtained.

(c) Meaauremeat of substrate tempvra-ture,
Temperature measurement was by means of a calibrated

chromel-alumel thermocouple. This was made by flame 
welding 0.009" diameter chrom»! and alumel wires so that 
the junction formed was a sphere with a diameter of about 
0.0j)"« The cold junction was immersed in a flask containing 
water, with a mercury thermometer Immediately adjacent to 
the junction. Potential measurements were made with a 
type 537ÜB Tinsley potentiometer. The twin bore quartz 
tubing which carried end insulated the thermocouple wires 
was clamped onto the shutter aperture plate below the 
substrate. This allowed the hot jimction of the thermo
couple to be sprung «gainst the substrate ourfaco.
Good thermal contact between the therooootq̂ lo junction 
and the substrate surface was ensured by the way in which 
the junction sank into the substrate surface during the 
time whan the substrate was being annealed, figure 16 
allows the pit in the substrate surface left when the 
thermocouple was rwoved.

(d) Evaporation proce dure
The freshly prepared substrate was placed 

immediately on the heater plate, the shutter moved over 
it, and the evaporation chamber punned out. While the
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Figure 16. Pit left by thermocouple 
in substrate surface. % 50.
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pumping was proceeding the current through the substrate 
heater was adjusted to give the required annealing 
temperature foi- the substrate. Cleaved substrates were 
also heated in this way to remove contamination and to 
discourage any further contamination by compounds present 
in the evaporation chamber. The heat generated by the 
substrate heater also assisted in the outgassing of the 
walls of the chamber.

After the annealing temperature had been maintained 
for one hour the temperature was adjusted to that re
quired for film deposition. This caused the pressure to 
fall from a normal 6 x 10“^ m.o./Eg. at the end of 
annealing to 2 x 10"^ m.m./Hg. for film deposition.
While the substrate was cooling the evaporation boat 
filament was switched on and the selenium melted and 
outgassed. The temperature of the molten selenium was 
adjusted by means of a variac controlling the current 
supplied to the evaporation filament and allowed to reach 
an equilibrium value. When this had been reached the 
shutter was removed from the substrate surface, and the 
substrate eiqiosed to the vapour beam, film thicknesses 
for any given surface were roughly proportional to the 
time of exposure to the vapour beam.
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' It was found that If the film and substrat® were alleged 
to cool to room temperutur® in the evaporation chamber, 
agglomeration of the deposit oocured. The substrate and 
film were therefore removed hot from the chamber and cooled 
more quickly la a dessicator.
3*6. ĝ.sncsâ„M„„lUffi§

The removal of films from their substrates was necessary 
in order to examine them in the electron mlorosoope. This 
meant that solvents were required #j.eh would dissolve away 
the substrate and allow the film to float off* without 
reacting with the film. 'The alkali halides were relatively 
easy to deal with aa they are soluble in water, A number 
of solvents were tried for baritna fluoride, calcium fluozd.de 
end magnesium oxide but 35?̂' hydrochloric acid was the only 
one found to be satisfactory.

Borne difficulty was experienced with non continuous 
films tending to break xsp on floating off from the substrate. 
It was therefore found necessary to reinforce all films 
with a thin electron transparent carbon film. Approximately 
20oS of carbon were deposited on top of the selenium still 
on the substrate by evaporation from an electric arc at a 
vacuum of about 5 * 10*^ m.a./Hg. This allowed the fragile 
films to be handled without any danger of break up.



(a> «emoval from AlHoli haiidos.
The subotrato film war© lowered into

distilled water to wbloh had been addad a few dropo of 
ethyl alcohol to reduce the ourfaoe teasion* acre wae 
taken to hold the mibatrate at a mmll angle to 
water oo that the water seeped around ozki underneath 
the film. Eventually the water separated the film from 
the eubatrate* and the film floated freely on the water 
aurfaoo. film m e  then picked up on a clean glaaa
cover slip end trmaferred to mother diah of distilled 
water to rtmovo traces of alkali halide solution, imall 
piece# of the film wore now picked hp on electron 
mioroseopo gride, and ̂ Ènm dry exaained in the nicroscoî e,

(h ) aœovHi ism horlœ  fltjo ria© , caloius fluoride  
and nacpieeitts oaido.

The solvent used im  them mibstratoa mm 
hydroohloisic ;• acid, üuhatrstea with films were pinood 
on the bottom o S ahallow diohec and the eclvent poured 
in until the level was such that only surface tension 
prevented it from covering the substrate. The ûlalhoa 
were then left covered overnight, and during tdiis tim 
the acid slowly seeped between the film and subetrate.

time required to free the film varied ism about 
one hour for barium fluoride to twenty four hours for 
calcium fluoride. althou#i the filme were freed fro®



the substrates vexy little dissolution of the mass 
of the substrate occurred. Ttom this stage the films 
were treated as those on the alkali halides*
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4.1.
The atruoture of films grown by the methods outlined 

ia Chapter 3 were investigated using transmiseion electron 
mieroeeopy end diffraction. The microscope used was a 
Metropolitan Vickers the magnetic optical systm of
which comprises a single condenser lens# an objective, and 
two projectors. An electron accelerating voltage of 73 Ev. 
was used, the object was to look for evidonoe of epitaxial 
growth of the selenium filma, and if it occurred to investigate 
more closely the structure end orientation of the films.

Crystal orientation was examined by the diffraction of 
transmitted electrona# the area contributing to the pattern 
being in the order of a micron In diameter. Cue to the low 
melting point of selenium great care had to be taken not to 
use too high an electron be«wm intensity, otherwise melting 
and evaporation of the film occurred, Electron micrographs 
of specimens were examined at electronic magnifications of 
UP to 10,000, magnification being calibrated ty reference 
to the squares on the microscope grid. The magaifieatlon 
usable ' was restricted again by the melting point of the 
selenium, making examination of the microstructure of the 
films difficult.



Calibration of the diffraction patterns was 
aooompllsbed by evaporating a film of sodium chloride on 
top of the selenium to give a combined diffraction pattern. 
Selenium and carbon films were mounted on a microscope grid 
and sodium chloride evaporated on to this surface from a 
tungsten filament. This gave a pattern made up of sodium 
chloride rings and the selenium s^t pattern. The thick
ness of sodium chloride required varied with the thickness 
of the aolenium film and had to bo adjusted so that it did 
not mask the weaker selenium reflections.

where epitaxial growth of selenium occurred the 
relative orientations of the fi^ and substrate were very 
important, An attcnupt was made to obtain superimposed 
film and substrate reflection diffraction patterns froa 
substrate surfaces with half their area covered wi@z 
selenium crystallites. This however was abandoned due to 
electrostatic charging of the surface distorting the 
electron beam.

The problem was finally solved with the help of 
microscope grids with rectangular apertures (100/400 mesh). 
After evaporation of the film end carbon support, the 
substrates were cleaved ia a known dirootlon cutting the 
feœe. This gave a sharp straight edge to the film. After 
floating off the film frtna the substrate this edge was 
laid on the micropscope grid parallel to the grid bars
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maM±%g up the short aides ef the apertures* Thus 
the suhstrate orientation was hnosn in terms of the grid 
orientation* Having obtained a diffraction pattern from 
the film in the electron micro#cope, it «as possible 
by reducing the power of the objective lens, to throw a 
shadowgra^ of tarn grid bars m  top of the diffraction 
pattern* Thie gave directly tho relationehip of the 
selenium diffraction pattern to tho known direction la 
the eubatmtc surface#

Although it was not possible to rigorously examine 
all the factors affecting the growth of films, the general 
influence of some of the more easily variable conditions 
was investigated#

While the sequence of micrographs and diffraction 
patterns shown are "typioal", both microstructure and 
orientation varied even for filns green under «apparently 
Identical ooaditiona# %is throws am& doubt on the 
uniformity of the structure of the single crystal sub- 
strates obtained, but may also be due to some factor not 
controlled in tho eagperimeatal procedure.. It must also 
be pointed out that the observations wore made on films 
after cooling, stripping from the substrate, and ruuntiog 
on grids# Such proceaaee were carried out with a great 
deal of care, bnt mi#t well disturb the orientation of 
the films.
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All thicknesses quoted are mean thicknesses, i.e. 
those which the films would have if they were reduced to 
continuous parallel sided layers. (See Chapter 5. )
4.2. Selenium films on aodliM (rook salt).
(a) Cleaved (100) sodium chloride.

Selenium films were deposited on cleaved (100) sodium 
chloride substrates at t^peratures between 60 and 113̂ 0, 
with deposition rates vdxieh varied frcna 200 to lOOoS/sinute. 
Above 113°0 selenium did not condense on the substrate and 
no film was formed. The thickness of the films varied 
from 200 to 2000S.

Electron diffraction patterns of these films showed 
that the structure changed from completely eaBorpteuwat a 
substrate temperature of 70®0 to polycrystalline hexagonal 
at a0®0. This polycrystalline structure did not cha;age 
appreciably on increasing the substrate temperature to 
115°0, and no tendency towards epitaxial growth was ob
served over any portion of the temperature range.

A typical film condensed on a substrate at 95®C with 
a mean thickness of 2000S is shown in the micrograph 
figure 17. Individual crystallites in «lis film appear 
fairly large, and the diffraction pattern (figure 18) 
shows a non uniform intensity distribution around the 
rings as a consequence of these small oriented areas.



(b) Polished (110) sodium chloride*
Selenium wee deposited on polished (110) sodium 

chloride at substrate temperatures of 80 and 103°0, and 
deposition rates of 300 and 300 %/minute. The mean thick
ness of these films was approximately Electron
diffraction from the films gave a polyorystailline 
hexagonal ring pattern very similar to that from oleaved 
sodium chloride, although the crystallites were smaller in 
this case. The microgreq>h end diffraction pattern 
(Figures 19 and 20) were obtained from a typical film 
formed at a substrate temperature of 10$®C,
(c) Polished (111) sodiiaa chloride.

delenium was deposited on polished (111) sodium 
chloride at substrate temperatures of 80 and 100°0 with 
a deposition rate of 200%/minute* The films so produced 
had a mean thickness of 300%.

Electron diffraction from the films again gave the 
pattern of a polycrystalline hexagonal film very similar 
to that obtained from films on cleaved sodium chloride. 
Figures 21, and 22 show the electron micrograph and 
diffraction pattern of a film condensed onto (111) 
sodium chloride at 100°0.
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Figure 17* Selenium on (100) Fa 01 x 8000. 
2000 S thickness.

F ig u r e  1 8 . D i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  fro m
s e le n iu m  on ( 1 0 0 )  F a  0 1 .
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Figure 19. Selenium on (110) Na 01 x 8000
700 2 thiclcness.

F ig u r e  2 0 . D i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  fro m

s e le n iu m  on (1 1 0 )  Na 0 1 .
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Figure 21. Selenium, on (ill) Na 01 x 8000. 
500 2 thickness.

F ig u r e  2 2 . D i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  fro m

s e le n iu m  on ( 1 1 1 )  Na 0 1 .
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(d) The diffraction pattern given hÿ selenium on (100), 
(110), and (111) sodium chloride.

The diffraction patterns given by polycrystalline 
hexagonal selenium deposited on the three faces of 
sodium chloride were very similar, the same diffraction 
rings being given by all three films. By evaporating a 
thin polycrystalline film of sodium chloride on top of 
the selenium film (see Chapter 4.1), and obtaining two 
superimposed diffraction patterns, it was 'possible to 
calibrate the selenium pattern (Chapter 4.3(a). The 
indices of the selenium rings were then calculated with 
the aid of a reciprocal lattice model for hexagonal 
selenium. A diagram giving these indices is shown in 
Figure 23.
4.3. aeleaiam films on (IQQi potmcium brcjalM..

Selenium films were prepared on a number of cleaved 
and polished potassium bromide surfaces whlcdi were 
maintained at temperatures from to 102°0. The 
oleaved substrates had previously been annealed at 340*̂ 0, 
and the polished ones at 330 to 375°0 to reduce strain 
and restore the monocrystal liai ty of the surface. The 
mean thickness of the films was varied from 270 to 
3000%.

Epitaxial growth of selenium was observed over a 
substrate temperature range of 83 to lŒl^G, and over the
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FIG. 23. DIAGRAM OF ELECTRON DIFFRACTION

PATTERN FROM SELENIUM DEPOSITED ON  

SODIUM CHLORIDE.
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whole range of deposition rates. At ?6°0 the deposited 
film was found to be amorphous, and above 102^C, at the 
evaporation rates used, no film oondensed on the substrate 
in 5 minutes, i’he micrograph, jfigure 24, is typical of 
the type of crystallites formed on the eleaved (100) 
potassium bromide atncface. It shows that at a mean
thickness of I500R the film is not continuous but

*) »

consists of patches or islands of selenium crystallites 
already in the region of 2,5XX)S thick. These islands 
are growing outwards in the plane of the substrate 
surface in the form of smell needle-like crystals which 
appear to be hexagonal prisms. This is confirmed by 
the diffraction pattern.

Between the larger islands are small doughnut shaped 
islands. The bare patches in the centre of these islands 
are difficult to explain on the uaais oi a ocm^letely 
flat substrate surface. They might be due to selenium 
nuoleatingaround the edge of small plateaus of 
potassium bromide above the main surface, formed when 
cleaving. It seems acre likely however that hojgter type 
etch pits have formed in the surface during the annealing 
process, and the selenium has nucleated on a st%* inside 
the pit and grown back over the edge onto the main 
substrate surface.



The diffraction pattern ahown in Figure 2$ is again 
typical of that given by selenium films on (100) potassium 
bromide. The four inner spots alidiough easily seen on 
the plate are barely visible on the print.
(a) Analysis of the diffraction pattern.

Although the difA^actlon pattern shown in Figure 25 
was expected to be that of the hexagonal selenium lattice, 
at first eight it showed no relation to any plane through 
the reciprocal lattioe. However the micrograph of the 
film giving this pattern shows needle-liko crystals whose 
longaxes appear to be oriented in two directions at 90° 
to one another. It was then found that the diffraction 
pattern could be split into two primary patterns which 
were superimposed also at 90° to m e  another.

The primary pattern was seen to be similar in form 
to the array of reciprocal lattioe points obtained by 
taking a plane throu#i ^ e  origin of the reciprocal lattice 
with the cone axis 1010. (Figure 26). This would then 
mean that the hexagonal selenim (lOlO) plane was 
perpendlc\ilar to the electron beam, and the 0 axia 
oriented in two directions at an angle of 90°C. The 
diffraction pattern predicted frcHs the reciprocal lattice 
for sel«Bium oriented in this way (Figure 2?) appeared 
to be almost identical with the ©jspeidmentally observed 
pattern. Only four extremely faint spots lying between 
the proposed 0001 and 0002 type reflections remained
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#
Figure 24. Selenium on (100) K Br. x 8000.

Figure 25. Diffraction pattern from selenium
on (100) K Br.
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POSSIBLE SPOTS IN DIFFRACTION PATTERN PREDICTED 

FROM FIG. 16  BY SUPERIMPOSING TWO RECIPROCAL 

LATTICES AND ROTATING . ONE THROUGH 90°

Figure 2?.
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uaaocouûted for, foii these appeared to be 1011 type 
reflections.

fhe positive idoatifioatioa of the selenium 
diffraction spots was established by calibration of the 
diffraction patteim with a superimposed sodium chloride 
pattern as shown in Figure 28. (see Ohaptar 4.1).

Using the expression,
n A ■ 2d sine (Bragg equ*) (1) 

where n is an integer, A ie the wavelength, d is the 
planar spacing, and 9 is the angle of the diffracted beam, 
then if 6 is small enough 

2d e - A .
If i is the length of the normal from the crystal to 
the recording plate in the diffraction oasera, and r the 
radius of the diffraction ring, then

2 (9 • (2)
Oombining (1) and (2)

d.r. «* (A,l ,) (3)
and d * ( ̂  »ii.J (4)rThe mean value of (A.L, ) was calculated for the sodium 
chloride 200, 220, 222, 400, end 422 reflections. As the 
two superimposed diffraction patterns wore photographed 
simultaneously on the same plate this value of (A .L. ) 
was oonHa«n to both. Thus having measured r for the spots 
on the selenium pattern it was possible to calculate d
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fro» equation (4).
Values of <1 ealeulated for the poetulated 0001 

end ll20 typo refleetiona wore 4.95 and 2.18& 
vaapeotively (situai values are 4,9495 and 2,17762).
This o<mflxmd the original deduction that the (lOXo) 
plane was perpendicular to the electron bom, and aleo 
that the Indexing of the diffraction pattern given In 
î lgure 26 wa@ correct. As the selwlum film was mowted 
at 90°G to the electron beam In the diffraction camera, 
this aim meant that the selenium crystals in the film 
had grown with their (lOtO) or prism faces parallel with 
the (100) face of the potassiw bromide. Also Qie 
solealum 0 axis was oriented in two dire@tl(ms at an 
angle of 90°0 parallel to tM  substrate sur face.

% e  value of d oalculated for the postulated lOXl 
type reflections was 5#0l2 (the actual value is 5*0(XXA), which 
oonfixms that these are the lOXl type reflections e,
(01ÎD selenium plmnc parallel to tho subotrato surface).

In many of the diffraction pattoisns of the tyj)© 
shown ia /igure 25 splitting of the diffrsotioa spots 
had ocoutrred. This was particularly evident with the 
000 1 refieofciona. the films ©ooaiat to quit® a 
considerable extent of small regularly shaped crystallites, 
it is possible for the points ia tho reciprocal lattioe
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to have homs which protrude in the direction of least 
crystallite aia® in real space, when the Bwald sphere passes 
near such points it can Intersect these horns and produce 
two spots where one would be expected. The displacement of 
these twin spots in the diffraction patterns from the 
positions of the expected spot is however proportional to 
the distance from the origin. If the above explanation 
was correct a much larger iimrease in displacement would be 
expected, and also, in the case of the 1Î20 reflections 
the twin spots would be displaced in a direction at 90° to 
that observed.

It seems more likely therefor that the twin spots are 
produced by small areas of the film slightly ©isox’iented 
with respect to one another. This could be caused 
slight variations of the axial directions in the substrate, 
or by the pawceas of stripping the fila from the substrate,
(b) Ori@ntati(m of seleuiium on the substrate.

The orientation of the selmiiim with respect to that 
of the substrate was este^lished using the method doaoribed 
in Chapter 4.1, la this cas© the substrate and film were 
cleaved parallel to the substrate (010) face, to give the 
straight reference edge to the film, figure 29 shows the 
film diffraction pattern with the superimposed grid bars.
Some of the diffraction spot resolution was lost, but the 
direction of the grid bars with respect to the pattern



Figure 28. Diffraction pattern from Se film 
with superimposed Na 01 pattern.

Figure 29, Diffraction pattern from Se film 
with superimposed grid bars.



is quite clear*
AS the grid bars are parallel with the potassium 

bromide cube edge, and the selenium oxystallographio 
direotions are the same in real and reciprocal space, then 
the photograph shows the two selenium [oooij directions to be at 
90® and to be bisected by the substrate I.OO1] direction.
This moans that the seleniim (10Ï0) face was parallel to 
the substrate (100) face, and the selenium [oool] directions 
were parallel to the substrate [lio] direotions.
(o) Influence of substrate temperature.

The influence of substrate temperature on the 
structure of selenium films on cleaved potassium bromide 
was investigated with films of lOOOR mean thickness prex>ared 
at a deposition rate of approximtely 2ûo2/œinut©. It was 
found that at 78°G and below the films prepared were 
amorphous, and above 102°G no deposition on the substrate 
surface occurred at the evaporation rates used. Eiciwgraphs 
and diffraction patterns from films prepared at 100°C,
95®, and 85°J are shown in figure 50»(a)»(h) and (c), and 
figure 51,(a),(b), and (0).

is previously stated the microstruoture of films 
varied over film area, and particularly so in the case of 
cleaved surfaces. The only general tendency observed was 
for the growth of individual needle crystals to become loss



pronounoed aa the temperature decreased* Although 
individual needles were still easily visible at the lowest 
temperature, they had a much finer atruoture. The 
diffraction patterns show that the greatest degree of 
orientation was found at 1(X)°0, the orientation falling 
off slightly wltda decrease in temperature. At 83°c however, 
although very faint rings are visible, the film are 
still quit© well oriented. Some splitting of the 
diffraction spots can be seen in pattern from the latter 
film, due probably to small changes in orientation from 
one small Island of crystallites to another.
(d) Influence of film thickness.

The influence of incroasing film thickness on
orientation was investigated at a deposition z%t@ of 2002/
minute with a substrate temperature of 100°d. Ho marked
change in the degree of orientation was found from 240S
ui> to 50002'mean thickness. The diffraction spots from
the 3OOO1S film are more diffuse than those from the 240& 
film and there is some splitting of the spots, however
even at 5000S the film is still well oriented (see Figures
55 and 54). Above 50O0R the films became continuous but
the background of scattered electrons masked the
diffraction pattern.
(e) Influence of deposition rate.



Tbs increase of the deposition rat© of selenium to 
1200t/miaut® still produced well oriented films at a 
substrate temperature of 92°0, Although no consistent 
change ia else of the islands of oriented material was 
noticed their general shape did alter, The micrograph, 
Figure 34(a) shows the almost circular shape of the selenium 
islands which look very like liquid droplets, They were 
however very well oriented as, the diffraction pattern 
(Figure 34 ) shows,
(f) Selenium deposited on polished (100) potassium

bromide,
Oleavage faces of potassium bromide were polished 

using the method described in Chapter 3, and annealed at 
370°0 before film deposition. The tyi>e of surface obtained 
after annealing is shown in Figure 11, and is seen to be 
by no means flat on a micro scale. Selenium deposited on 
this surface at 95°G with a deposition rete of 200^min 
gave at 320& mean thickness the surface decoration pattern 
shown in Figure 35(a)* The circular decoration features 
are of the same sise scale as the etch features shown in 
the optical micrograph of the substrate surface, and it is 
probable that they are due solely to these surface 
irregularities» Although it might be expected t)mt such 
an irregular surface would not support the growth of a 
well oriented film, the diffraction pattern (Figure 35b)
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Figure 30. The influence of substrate temperature 
on the growth of selenium on (100) cleaved
K Br. X 8000.
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(a) 100"C (b) 95 C

(c) 83°c
Figure 31. Diffraction patterns from selenium 

films grown on (100) cleaved K Br at 
different temperatures.
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(a) Mean thickness 240 £.
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(b) Mean thickness 3000 2^

Figure 32. Influence of film thickness on
orientation of Se on (100) K Br. x 8000,
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(a) Mean thickness 24-0 2.

(b) Mean thickness 3000 2.

Figure 33. Diffraction patterns showing the influence
of thickness on the orientation of Se on (100) K Br,
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(a) Selenium deposited at 1200£/min. x 8000.

r 1

J

(b) Diffraction pattern from Se deposited at
1 2 0 0S/min.

Figure 34. The effect of increasing the deposition rate of 
Se on (100) K Br. to 1200S/minute.



(a) Electron micrograph x 750*

(b) Diffraction pattern.

Figure 35* 8e on polished (100) K Br. 32oSmean thickness.
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Figure 36. Selenium on polished (100) K Br. 320&
mean thickness, x 8000.
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shows the opposite to be true.
Figure 36 shows a decoration feature similar to those 

described above, but at a higher ïsagnification. The 
islands of selenium are seen to show great aimilarity 
with liquid droplets, b@ig% almost circular in shape.
This resemblance is x-artioularly striking where two 
islands are in the process of coalescing, and necking of 
the contact area typical of the joining of two liquid drops 
is shown in a number cf cases. The diffraction pattern 
from such areas however shows all the features of a very 
well oriented crystalline deposit with no sign of 
amorphous material.

Unfortunately, with the equipment available it was 
impossible to determine whether at any stage the islands 
of selenium were in the amorphous or liquid state, Selenium 
in the vitreous state la relatively st@l»le at room 
temperature, and has a softening point of about 35®0, It 
might therefore be possible for the liquid to exist as 
such for a short time at 93®G before crystallising.
4,4. Saleniun fllma on uoliahed (110) uotaesim bromide.

rotaseiuffi bromide single crystal cubes were cut and 
polished to Mveal the (110) face using the method described 
in Chapter 3, The annealing temperature which gave the 
most suitable surface for epitaxial growth of the selenium



film was established by depositing films on surfaces 
aimealod over a range of temperatures, finally 
at 365°C for one hour was found to produce the desirod 
surface. Oelenixcu was deposited on (110) surfaces prepared 
in the above way with the substrate temperature at 96°0, 
and the deposition rate at 530S/ainuto. The m m  thickness 
of the films was 500%, Tiiis procedure produced oriented 
films of selenium which gave electron diffraction patterns 
of the spot type eharacteriatie of good epitaxial gxwrth,

Keleaium films grown on potassium bromide crystals 
supplied by different companies did not however show tbs 
same micro structure, although the diffraction patterns 
from these filme were very similar. Figure 57 shows two 
films grown on crystals from two different suppliers, under 
apparently identical conditions. In eaoh case duplicate 
films were prepared to make certain that these two films 
were typdoal of the structure produood on each batch of 
orystals. Both mierostructurea were found to be reproducible.

The main diffoi'enceo between the microstructure shown 
in figure 37(c) and figure 37(b) appear to be the presoace 
in 37(b) of the areas covered by a relatively thin film 
of selenium and the difference in the gross features of 
the thicker oriented areas, biffraction patterns obtained 
from these films show that al#iough the microstructure is
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different the orientation of the soleaiuBi ia identioal 
(Figures 38(a) and (b)),

■file variation in pî^pertiaa of substrate crystals from 
different suppliers, and even from one batch to another 
from the same supplier has been noticed previously.
miller' found that although nickel can normally be 
grown epitaxially on cleaved and polished sodium chloride, 
some batches of crystals would not support epitaxial growth, 
/ilso the alB© of crystallites ia films prepared under 
apparently identioal ooi^tions varied ty a factor of five. 
The two types of crystals used as substrates wore exatiinod 
under crossed polaroids, and it was fomd that tho typo 
of crystal on which the filia shown in Figure 37(b) was 
grown was very much more strained than that on which the 
film Figure 37(a) was grown.

it is difficult to draw any definite conclusions 
concerning the reason for the difference in microstructure 
of the two films, but it seems possible that differences 
in the detailed atruoture of the substrates are responsible. 
The making of largo inorganic single orystals ia as much 
an art as a science, end the details of preparation methods 
are trade secrete. Although both types of crystal were 
prepared from a :mslt th© details ox tho methods are known
to differ.
(a) Analysis of the diffraction pattern.



(a)

Figure 57. Selenium films on polished 
(110) potassium bromide.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 58. Diffraction patterns from selenium films
deposited on polished (110) potassium bromide.
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ïiie aaalysia of the diffraction pattern given by 
aaleaiUB deposited on (110) potassiiaa bromide followed a 
similar course to that of the pattern given by selenium 
on (100) potassium bromide. Again the pattern did not 
correspond to any plane through the hexagonal sdsnlum 
reciprocal lattice, and again It was found that it could 
be split into two identioal superimposed primary patterns, 
this time at 74° to one another, ihis primary pattern was 
seen to be similar in form to the array of points obtained 
by taking a plane through the origin of the reciprocal 
lattice with zone axis ll2l (Figure 59)* From this it 
follows that the aelenlum (il2l) plane was porpendiouiar 
to the electron beam, and oriented in two directions at 
74° to one another* As the electron beam was iserjioadicular 
to the plane of the film it also follows that originally 
tho aoloniiHB (ll5l) plane was parallel with tho substrate 
surface, and oriented in two directions at 74°, The 
diffraction pattern predicted from the reciprocal lattice 
for selenium oriented in tlxls way (figure 40) appeared to 
be oltaost identical with the oaqiexd-meatally observed 
pattern. Only one or two very faint spots due to small 
disoriented areas ware not accounted for*

The positive identification of the selenium diffraction 
spots was again established by calibration with a super
imposed sodium chloride pattern shown In Figure 41
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(see Uhaptwr 4.1 and 4.Ma) for the method). Values 
of d calculated for the postulated lOlO ami Il02 type 
reflections were 5.76 and 2.068 respectively, compared 
with the actual values of 3.7717 and 2.0691 8 respectively, 
fhis confirmed the original deductions concerning the 
origin of the diffraction pattern, and particularly that 
the selenium (ll2l) plane was jjarallel with the cuhstrate 
surface.
(b) Orientation of selenium on the substrate.

She orientation of the selenium film with respect 
to that of the substrate was aatablished using the method, 
described in Chapter 4,1. In this case the substrate 
and the film were cleaved in the [ool] substrate directl<m 
cutting the substrate face to give a straight reference 
edge to the film, fhis was again laid on the microscope 
grid with the straight edge parallel with the siiprt sides 
of the grid apertures» and the combined diffraction 
pattern and shadowgraph of the grid bars produced in the
electron microscope,

figure 4-2. shows that the acute angle between the 
[l oloj directions in the two orientations of the selenium 
Cll2l) plane was bisected by the substrate [lioj type 
directions, mis meant that the selenium (ll5lj face 
was parallel with the substrate (110) face, and the 
selenium [lOÎo] directions in the two orientations of the
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RECIPROCAL LATTICE FOR HEXAGONAL SELENIUM CRYSTAL: 

PLANE THROUGH THE ORIGIN, WITH ZONE AXIS 1(21

Figure 39.
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POSSIBLE SPOTS IN DIFFRACTION PATTERN PREDICTED 

FROM FIG. 3? BY SUPERIMPOSING TWO RECIPROCAL 

LATTICES AND ROTATING ONE THROUGH 74°

Figure 40.
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Figure 41. Diffraction pattern from selenium film 
with superimposed sodium chloride pattern,

Figime 42. Diffraction pattern from selenium film with 
superimposed grid bars.*
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(1121) plans were at angles of 57® to, and either side 
of, the substrate [lio] type directions.
4»5« i pik polished (111) T>OtassiUB bromide.

Potassium bromide oxystals were cut and polished to 
reveal the (111) face as described in Oh#t@r 5. neleolum 
fUjss were then deposited on such faces after annealing 
at 565, 341, and 516°C for ono hour. Ajtmealin® at 3G5®C 
was found to produce a face with veiy pronounced triangular 
etch f©atui“®8, but the other two annealing temperatures 
produced quite smooth surfaces. The filraa dsivosited on 
these surfaces at about 96®0 with a deposition rate of 
about 5CK>!^minute showed no signs of epitaxial growth, 
figures 45(a) and 45(b) show the micrograph and diffraction 
pattern of a typical film deposited at a ahbstrate temperature 
of 9?®0, with a mean tMohaass of 9002.

She diffraction pattern is very similar to those 
given by selenium deposited on sodium chloride, the same 
rings being present in each. A diagram showing the indices 
of these rings is given in Figure 25,
4.6. aelenium films on cleaved (111)

The calcium fluoride cleavage surfaces were first 
annealed at 360®0 for one hour, and then films deposited 
at a substrate temperature of 92®0 with a deposition rato 
of about 500S/ainute. films produced under the above
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conditions showed no tsndonoy towards epitaxial growth, 
figure 44. shows am electron micrograph and diffraction 
pattern from a typical fils with a mean thickness of 7002.
The diffraction pattern is again similar to that from films 
deposited on sodium chloride which are indexed in figure 25. 
4*7. cleaved (111) barium fluoride.

Barium fluoride cleav^e surfaces were annealed for 
one hour at 340®C and them the film was deposited. It was 
found that at the evsg;oratiOtt rate used no film deposited 
on the substrate at 93°C, The substrate temperature was 
therefore reduced to 88®0. filas wero deposited at this 
temperature with a deposition rate of 500S/jsinute to give 
a mean film thickness of ?002. iigaia no tendency towards 
epitaxial growth was observed. Small oriented areas, gave 
non uniform diffraction rings but this orientation was not 
consistent in direction from one area to another. The 
structure of tîia filas and the diffraction patterns were 
very similar to those of films deposited on caloiusi fluoride. 
Figure 45 shows the electron micrograph, and diffraction 
pattern from a typical film.
4.8. Selenium films on cleaved (lQq),_m@gho; l # ,

Selenium had previously been deposited on cleaved 
magnesium oxide at 112®0 by yehossberger. He observed in 
the film only a small amount of unoriented hexagonal
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selenium, together with an unknown phase giving two 
broad diffraction ri%s, presumably amorphous selenium. 
Beleuium was therefor deposited at a lower substrate 
temperature, 88®C, which was known to give epitajcial 
girowth with potassium bromide. The magnesium oxide was 
annealed at 425®0, and the selenium deposited to give a 
mean film thickness of G002 at a deposition rate of 
hOoS/fflinute. Films prepared in this way showed no signs 
of epitaxial growth, and were mostly amorphous. Figure 
46(a) shows the micrograida of a film with small oryetallina 
areas and amorphous islands, ihe diffraction pattern, 
figure 46(b) shows the superimposed amorphous patterns of 
the selenium and the carbon support film.
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(a) Electron micrograph, x 8000.

(b) Diffraction pattern.

figure 43. Selenium deposited on polished (111)
potassium bromide.
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(a) Electron micrograph., x 8000,

(b) Diffraction pattern.

Figure 44. Selenium deposited on cleaved (111)calcium fluoride.
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(a) Electron micrograph, x 8000.

(h) Diffraction pattern.

Figure 45. Selenium deposited on cleaved (111)barium fluoride#
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(a) Electron micrograph, x 8000.

(h) Diffraction pattern.

Figure 46. Selenium deposited on cleaved (100)magnesium oxide.
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Ototor 3.,.. betQgralaatloa of film thickanaa.
5.1, Introduction.

The selenium films described in chapter 4 were 
continuous only"at thicknesses which rendered them 
electron opaque, and so precluded any determination of 
structure. Mevarthelass it was thou^t useful to 
attempt determinations of thickness of a range of filma 
up to this thickness.

A method c«q>able of giving actual film thicknesses 
to a high degree of accuratgr is the multiple beam fizeau 
fringe tecdiniqu® (Tol&nsky 1948}^^. This method has been 
used in a number of oases for films on glass, but 
unfortunately proved impracticable with selenium. The 
silver layer required for high reflectivity of the 
surface was found to react with selenium at rom temperature 
to give a poorly reflecting matt surfwe. Ho fringes 
could be obtained from tdi® selenium, although good 
fringes were obtained fr%3 the substrate. The method 
finally used involved the chemical determination of the 
solojoim pj?ea©nt on the substrate surface. Assuming the 
film to possess bulk density the mean thioknoss over the 
1 cm. diameter film was calculated from the mass of 
selenium and its area.
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5.2. Fluorlaotrio determination of aelenlum.
> Chemical deterrainationo of selsoium wero doss vvith 

the help of Eesk xerox Ltd., Wio use a similar method 
for the detenaiaation of aeleaium in solutions. This 
method is basically that developed by watkinson (1960)^^ 
for the analysis of selnaiim in vegetable matter, in 
which the fluorescence of the selenadiasole formed from 
5,3̂  - diœinobenzidine is measured. Due to the fact that 
the only foreign elements present were potassium, and 
possibly tin from the stannic oxide polishing media, no 
elimination of interfering elements were necessaxy.

The selenium film on its substrate was digeatod in 
1 mil. of nitric acid in a borosilicate glass tube, and 
the evolved bromine lad off and absorbed. Kitrio acid 
was added drop wise until the soluticm became colour less. 
The solution was evaporated to incipient, dryness and 
the residue dissolved in two drops of nitric acid,and 
distilled water. Care was taken during the evaporation 
procedure not to heat too strongly, as this was found 
to cause evaporation of selenium dioxide. The solution 
was made to 250 ml, with distilled water, the pH being 
adjusted to 2*5 (Meta orosol purple indicator) by the 
addition of ammonium hydroxide or formic acid. 50 ml. 
aliquots of this solution were then reacted with 2 ml. 
of a 0*5JS aqueous solution of 3,5 — dlaminobenzidine for
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30 minutes, neutralized, and the selenadlaaole ex
tracted with 25 ml. of toluene. The toluene was then 
separated and dried over sodium sulphate.

The determination of selenium was made in a "iiilger 
and v-atts E.960. Fluorimeter". Light from a mercury arc 
lamp passed througii a "Wratten 4?" filter (370 to 520 m/^ 
was used to irradiate the selenadlaaole. Excitation 
caused l%r the mercury 405 and 436 liass produced 
fluorescence at 580 m/t- gAich was isolated with a sodium 
interference filter (589 and measured with a photocell
in series with a galvtmometer. Eiuoresoonco was compared 
with that of standard selenium solutions prepared in the 
same manner, and also with solutions to which potaesiim 
bromide had been added.

The selenium present was calculated after allowances 
had been made for the fluorescence of the blank solution 
and interference by the potassium nitrate present.
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xëâaSaS-iiA vdsousaloa of gefi|lfea. and future work.
6.1. Disquaalon of results.

ï’lio results given in Chapter 4 show that selenium 
will grow epitaxially on certain ionic subatratea, al
though it is not obvious «Ay epitaxy should ooour on 
some substrates and not on others. Uuly one factor stands 
out, and that is the small misfit of substrate and 'over
growth where epitaxy has occurred. la the ease of 
selenium on (100) potassium bromide the misfit along the 
[no] type directions in the (100) face is with 
selenium on (110) potassium bromide the misfit along the 
Cool] substrate direction is less than 1%, and along the 
[IlOl substrate direction is less than l)ô for a multiple 
of two substrate unit cells, fhe misfits for selenium in 
similar orientations on (100) and (110) sodium chloride 
would be 6.1# for the (100) face, and 17* along the COOl] 
direction in the (110) face. Mo epitaxial growth occurred 
on either the potassium bromide or sodium chloride (111) 
faces where the misfit of the selenium basal plane would

i

be and + I'espectivoly.
The oldier substrate with a sodium chloride typo 

structure '«aa magnosium oxide. Taking misfit as a factor' 
governing the teiklency towards epitaxial jp?owth, one might 
expect the orientation of the selenium (1010) plans 
parallel to the substrate (100) face, with the selenium
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0 axis parallel vjiUi sagneaitE oxide eiibe edge (misfit 
#'). however in this ©ass the behaviour of the dopoaited 
film «ras different from that of films on the other 
substrates with the same structure. It seems rather un
usual that the film should be lax'gely amorphous at a sub
strate temperature which gave perfectly orysLaliine films
on other substrates. The same behaviour was however found

47by hohossbsrger '. in similar selenium evaporations onto 
this substrate.

Geienium was also deposited on the (111) cleaved 
faces of oaloium and barium fluoride with no sign of epitaxial 
growth, even though the misfit of the selenium (0001) plane 
on the (111) barium fluoride surface is only -Q.%« (+ 151̂  on 
calcium fluoride).

On the basis of the selenium films prepared on the 
above substrates it seems that although misfit might have 
some influence on the tendency towards epitaxial growth of 
selenium, other factors must also have a lai^e influence. 
Among these factors must be the effect of adsorbed gases on 
the substrate surface, in that taking up preferred sites 
themselves, the adsorbed gas molecules must seriously 
modify the substrate surface properties.

hander, dobeli, and iorriaon (1963)^^ have recently 
examined tAe (111) cleavage face of silicon and germanium 
using slow electron diffraction. They found that this
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surface 4id nob exhibit the three fold symmetry of 
atemio array which would be expected from the bulk 
structure of the crystal, but rather a rectangular array. 
This was formed by large displacements of the surface layer, 
and second layer atoms from their original sites, and 
could be altered by heat treatment to produce other 
structures.

It would seem therefore that with these crystals, 
end probably others, details of surface structure cannot 
be predicted with any certainty from the bulk form of 
the crystal. This throws some doubt on the value of 
calculated misfits for the growth of one crystal lattice 
upon another. Any correlation between misfit and 
epitaxial growth must be made on the basis of the actual 
atomic arrays at the plane of contact.

notwithstanding the reservations expressed concerning 
the value of misfit calculations, misfit diagrams for 
aelcniim in the observed double orientations on (100) and 
(110) potassium bromide were dram. In each case the 
aelanlum atoms in the planes of contact are arbitrarily 
placed pver the potassium ions, and the two lattice nets 
of the double orientations are shown suporiaposcd.
This superimposition of the lattice nets la not meant to 
indicate that the ALlm has this structure, but rather to
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1, ndl oats the two orientations found. j.n separate selenium 
crystallites.

It can be seen from Figure 4? that the fit of the 
selenium (1010) plane on the potassium bromide (100) plane 
is very good and that this fit extends over a number of 
unit cells. In this case the selenium chains are lying
parallel to the substrate, with every third atom along the

«#

chain in the (1010) plane (Figure 48). Leleaiim on (110) 
potassium bromide (figure 4-9) again shows good fit of the 
lattice planes, particularly every two unit cells in the 
substrate flioj direction. It is rather interesting to 
find that aithou^ theoretically thei*® would be even less 
misfit if the.selenium lattice was rotated through 2® to 
bring the selenium atoms directly above the potaaalim ions 
in substrata Cool] direction, this does not in fact occur.

although some doubt has reoently Wen thrown on the 
value of apparent lattice misfit as an explanation of 
epitaxial growth, the orientation of selenium on (100) and 
(110) potasslug bromide is that which conforms to the 
condition of least misfit.
6.2. i?uture work.

The experiments which have Wen performed have shown 
that it is possible to prepare epitaxially grown films of 
selenium, i’hey have also indicated the possibility of 
preparing single crystal films of the element.
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?iuch single aiyatal films would ba ideal speciaens on 
which to measure the eleotrieul properties of selenium 
under clean and controlled conditions. It would be 
desirable tWrefore to extend the rang© of substrates used, 
in order to develop^ methods of prepai'ing single crystal 
films with various orientations of the 0 axis \?ith respect 
to the plane of the film, Although the growth of selenium 
films on previously epitaxid metal films might be difficult, 
due to the reactivity of selenium, it might be possible 
in this way to induce the selenium films to become 
continuous at lower thicknesses. . 'i'hia would allow a more 
detailed examination of the film structure»

ascent work on epitaxial growth, and single crystal 
surfaces, has shown the importance of the cleanliness of 
the substrate surface* It has also shown that for any 
correlation to be made between the structure of the 
substrate and ovor growth, the actual atomic array on tdie 
substrate surface should be known* Ŝimultaneous cleavage 
of the substrate and film deposition under ultra high 
vacuus (10"^ or better) would decrease the chances
of the substrata surface becoming contaminated, fhe use 
of pumping systems which do not employ oil or mercury would 
also reduce the contamination due to the backstreaming
of these working fluids*

m  examination of the substrate surface by slow 
electron diffraction would allow the tyi>e of atomic array



un the surface to he known with some accuracy* It would 
also allow a batter evaluation of the importance of misfit 
in epitaxial growth.

The process of stripping the film from the substrate 
for examination must introduce some degree of disorientation* 
This would be avoided by the use of x-eflection electron 
mlcrogr«g)hy and diffraction in the examination of the 
film while still on the substrate. Still more information 
could be obtained if a combined vacuum evaporation plant 
and electron microscope was available.

K H. L 
UBRAkv
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